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Abstract
This paper addresses Narrative Intelligence from a bottom up, Artificial Life perspective. First, different
levels of narrative intelligence are discussed in the context of human and robotic story-tellers. Then, we
introduce a computational framework which is based on minimal definitions of stories, story-telling and
autobiographic agents. An experimental test-bed is described which is applied to the study of story-
telling, using robotic agents as examples of situated, autonomous minimal agents. Experimental data is
provided which support the working hypothesis that story-telling can be advantageous, i.e. increases the
survival of an autonomous, autobiographic, minimal agent. We conclude this paper by discussing
implications of this approach for story-telling in humans and artifacts.
1 Introduction and Background
The issue of Narrative Intelligence has recently attracted a lot of attention in the Artificial Intelligence
(AI) community (see e.g. Wyer 1995; Mateas & Sengers 1999; Sengers 2000; Mateas & Sengers,
forthcoming) and resulted in new interfaces for human-computer interaction which are either supporting
human narrative intelligence (e.g. Umaschi-Bers & Cassell 2000), or which result in software agents that
can (autonomously or in interaction with a user) enact a story (Aylett 1999), e.g. in interactive learning
environments (Machado et al. 1999). Literature in narrative psychology (Bruner 1987, 1990, 1991) and
developmental psychology (Nelson 1986, 1993) stress the central role of stories in the development of a
social self in human beings, see Bruner's list of characteristics of stories which are different from other
types of memories (Bruner 1991), and their implications for AI systems (Sengers 2000). Stories are
efficient vehicles for communicating about others and oneself, some even define the human self as a
"centre of narrative gravity" (Dennett 1989).
Often, research on stories and narratives is strongly biased towards human narrative intelligence,
addressing spoken or written language, and the role of narrative in human thought, e.g. (Turner 1996).
Research by Dautenhahn and Nehaniv (Dautenhahn & Nehaniv 1998; Nehaniv & Dautenhahn 1997;
Nehaniv & Dautenhahn 1998; Dautenhahn 1998; Dautenhahn 1999) takes a radically different approach:
instead of starting from sophisticated (language-based) forms of human narrative we are interested in the
"evolutionary" origin of stories. This raises questions e.g. about the precursors of "stories" in non-human
primates and other animals (discussed in Dautenhahn 1999b, Dautenhahn forthcoming), or how one can
interpret "stories" from an Artificial Life, agent-perspective.
This article presents a computational framework for the investigation of story-telling for autonomous
agents. Previous work (Coles & Dautenhahn 2000) investigated techniques of memory organisation and
representation of stories. In this paper we are defining and experimentally exploring minimal definitions
of stories, and minimal conditions which indicate how stories might provide an "evolutionary" advantage
for story-telling agents in contrast to their non-story-telling “relatives”.
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The work presented in this article is on the one hand related to research in robotics that is developing
memory-based controllers for autonomous robots. In this area, different approaches are investigated,
ranging from behaviour-based local representations, e.g. (Kuipers 1987), (Mataric 1992), (Michaud &
Mataric 1998; 1999), to dynamical systems approaches typically involving recurrent neural networks, e.g.
(Tani 1996), (Billard & Hayes 1999). On the other hand, our research is related to work in psychology
and cognitive science studying episodic and autobiographic memory in humans, e.g. (Tulving 1983;
1993),  (Nelson 1986), (Conway 1996), (Glenberg 1997).
We like to point out, that the goal of this article is not to present a unified theory of episodic memory
integrating findings from robotics and psychology. Instead, our target area is the emerging field of
Narrative Intelligence,  using the method of agent-based modelling (more specifically, using an embodied
simulated robot), following an experimentally driven methodology for behavioural design that is well
established in behaviour-based robotics and Artificial Life, cf. (Langton 1995),  (Arkin 1998). Generally,
this approach is grounded in a bottom-up approach towards understanding animal and human intelligence
(Brooks 1999; Pfeifer & Scheier 1999).  Similarly, agent-based simulation models e.g. used by Epstein
and Axtell (1996), and many other contributions that can be found in the area of artificial societies and
social simulation, attempt to understand phenomena observed in human societies by using a level of
description that abstracts from the complexity of morphology and behaviour of single human agents and
studies emergent effects of interactions among simple agents instead.
It is also important to note that although we study a single agent scenario, this work is part of an ongoing
project that investigates communication and story-telling in dyads or groups of agents. Our approach is
not meant to oppose the view of human intelligence and human cognition as being inherently social, as it
has been argued e.g. in (Vygotsky 1986), (Wertsch 1985),  (Brothers 1990), (Brothers 1997). On the
contrary, we proposed previously an approach towards social robotics based on the notion that
intelligence is socially embedded  (Dautenhahn 1995; Dautenhahn 1999; Dautenhahn & Billard 1999).
However, in addition to acknowledging the important role of the social environment in human
development, we assume that the social brain of an autonomous agent (natural or artificial) depends to
some extent as well on a variety of either innate ("hard-wired"), or individually learnt skills or developed
capacities (cf. language acquisition). In the context of the work presented in this article we assume that it
is plausible to discuss the basic mechanism of remembering a sequence of previous actions with respect
to a single agent.
2 Levels of Narrative Intelligence
How can we discuss narrative intelligence below the level of human narrative intelligence? In
Dautenhahn (1998) we introduced different levels of narrative complexity, starting from the most simple
(trivial) case of a narrative agents, and moving towards high-level forms of human narrative intelligence.
In the following we provide a brief summary, outlining the implications for robotic story-tellers.
Type 0: In Wyer (1995) Schank and Abelson discuss the grandfather model of memory, describing an
agent that is telling the same story over and over again. An agent which is always telling/replying a single
story, no matter what story it is told, would not be considered to be intelligent since it does not react or
adapt to another agent. Building a robot so that it always responds with  exactly the same (or a slightly
modified) story, triggered by a particular event in the environment (e.g. input by a human user) is quite
straightforward. Such a system would however more resemble a doorbell than a communicative robot. A
narrative agent of Type 0 is an extreme form of a Type I agent.
A Type I agent can tell a great variety of stories, but the stories are not situated in the conversational
context, i.e. the agent  randomly selects a single story from its story-base and tells it in exactly  the same
way as it was stored. A Type I narrative robot would not be perceived as very communicative by human
interaction partners. Users are likely to appreciate the responsiveness of the robot, but the lack of
similarity between what the human communicates and how the robot responds does not support a
satisfactory interaction/dialogue.
Type II narrative agent: It selects a story which fits best the current context, i.e. the story which is the best
"response" to a story. A famous, early AI program ELIZA (Weizenbaum 1965) can be regarded as a
dialogue agent with the same underlying principle. Thus, Type II narrative agents like ELIZA (if they
possess a huge story-base or appropriate story-generation mechanisms) are able to produce responses
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which can be quite complex, and with a low repetition rate. Such agents can be considered believable, but
they have a pre-specified response/story-base, and, most important of all, they do not "listen"
(understand). ELIZA does not understand and incorporate the user's stories in its own story-base in a
meaningful way, i.e. the user's stories are not integrated in ELIZA's individual story-base. Type II agents
are used successfully in many user-interface systems supporting human narrative intelligence (e.g.
Umaschi-Bers and Cassell 2000). As long as such a level of interaction is sufficient, mobile robots can
employ such systems, in particular in application areas with a restricted discourse domain.
Type III narrative agent: it tells and listens to stories, “understands” them in the sense that it is able to
interpret the meaning and content of the story and retrieves from its own story-base the most similar story
which is then adapted in order to produce an appropriate response. Script-like encoding and
representation of experiences and case-based reasoning-like mechanisms for indexing, finding and
adapting stories are well known AI techniques which can serve such a purpose, see also a discussion of
story-telling by computer in Sharples (1997).  Type III narrative agents can potentially make interesting
and believable story-tellers.
Type IV narrative agent: This term refers to narrative intelligence as humans and possibly other animals
possess them (Dautenhahn 1999b, Dautenhahn forthcoming), the most advanced form of narrative agents.
What makes them special is that their story-telling ability is linked to a historical, autonomous agent, and
its autobiography. Animal stories are either represented implicitly in their body shapes and behaviours
which are reflecting their -phylogenetic (evolutionary) and ontogenetic (developmental) - history, or, of
particular interest in the context of this paper, explicitly by communication, as humans and possibly other
non-human animals do. Stories told by humans are rich and of such a complexity and variability that it is
difficult to define human narrativity (but see Bruner 1991), and to separate it from the living body which
such narratives emerge from. However, embedding such a  story-telling capacity in virtual agents like
Creatures (Grand et al. 1997), which have a simulated life-time, a rich behaviour repertoire and an
artificial biology, might one day lead to artificial agents which can tell us stories (almost) as rich and
interesting as those told by humans.1 Stories can also be expressed non-verbally, using gestures or
employing other sensor modalities (like bats communicating by ultrasound, insects using chemical or
infrared signals etc.). Thus, story-telling autobiographic agents can provide rich and meaningful
interaction, empowering humans by providing complex means to create stories and communicate
meaning.
3 Definitions
This section provides core definitions necessary for our computational framework.
3.1 Autobiographic memory
Def.: An agent possesses an autobiographic memory if it can create and access information about
sequences of actions which it experienced during its lifetime.
The complexity of such a memory can range from a simple linear sequence of actions/perceptions to
highly structured and semantically organised systems as we know them from human autobiographic
memory. In (Dautenhahn & Nehaniv 1998) we discuss different classes of information which can  be
stored in an autobiographical memory, e.g. a total "data log" of all perceptions and actions, the selection
of only "meaningful" actions etc. Note, that our minimal definition of autobiographic memory does not
include any notion of meaning or relevance of remembered events. Thus, we do not require that what the
agent remembers is useful in the current context, nor that the agent has any notion of meaning or
relevance of current or past situations at all.  Also, autobiographic memory can be implicit in the body
shape and behaviour of an agent, representing its phylogenetic and ontogenetic history of an agent, e.g. of
a single-cell organism like Paramecium.
3.2 Autobiographic agents
                                                          
1
 See a formal algebraic framework for story-telling artificial life agents in Nehaniv & Dautenhahn (1997,
1998).
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Def.: Autobiographic agents are agents which are embodied and situated in a particular environment
(including other agents), and which dynamically reconstruct their individual history (autobiography)
during their lifetimes (Dautenhahn 1996).
In the New/Nouvelle Artificial Intelligence community ((Brooks 1999), (Pfeifer & Scheier 1999)) the
term situated is generally defined as an agent that is surrounded by the real world and operates based on
sensory perception that it gains in interaction with the environment, rather than operating upon abstract
representations of reality (Arkin 1998:26). The term embodiment is often used to simply describe the fact
that an agent is realised as a physical robot or an agent (Pfeifer & Scheier 1999:649). However, the issue
of how embodiment can be defined is controversial (see discussions in Dautenhahn, 1999). In this paper
we use the term embodiment in a more quantitative sense, referring to the definition developed by Tom
Quick, Kerstin Dautenhahn and Chrystopher Nehaniv (Quick et al. 1999). Here, embodiment is based on
channels of mutual perturbation, i.e. an agent is embodied in a particular environment if the environment
can perturb the agent and if the agent can perturb the environment. Software agents, such as the simulated
agent which we study, can therefore be embodied, although their degree of embodiment is lower than the
degree of embodiment of physical objects, i.e. robots and biological organisms. As a special (trivial) case
of an embodied system we might even consider a rock, since it influences the environment and in return is
influenced by the environment. However, although the rock's shape does reflect its history, it is not an
autobiographic agent since it cannot go back in time, namely reconstruct its history. Inanimate physical
objects do have a temporal horizon (a past, a present and a future, see Nehaniv et al. 1999), but they
cannot manipulate it, i.e. they cannot remember anything (let al.one making predictions of the future).
Similarly, the body of  animals and even plants reflects their phylogenetic and ontogenetic history. For
many animal species we clearly know that they can remember the past and/or predict/manipulate the
future (humans and other primates are good examples, possibly including elephants, dolphins, whales,
parrots and other non-human animals). For artificial systems it is easier than for biological systems to
draw the line between reactive systems (living exclusively in the here and now), and post-reactive,
temporally grounded systems (Nehaniv et al. 1999). The computational framework presented in this paper
and experiments on synthesising autobiographic agents might clarify the boundaries.
Note, that our minimal definition of autobiographic agents does not require that the agent adapts a
remembered (previous) story to the current situation. Looking at (from what we know) one of the most
complex forms of autobiographic memory, namely human autobiographic memory, we know that
reconstruction has a very complex form: for example in human dialogue humans communicate and
understand in stories, relating current stories to similar remembered ones, adapting old stories to new
situations (Schank & Abelson 1977, Schank & Abelson in: Wyer 1995), creating new stories and adding
them to their memory. In our minimal definition we do not assume any reconstruction of this kind.
Reconstruction in its simplest version means the ability to maintain, expand and access memories of
previous situations. The minimal definition of autobiographic memory does however imply that the agent
is able to relate current to previous experiences by finding similar situations. However, no assumptions
are made how complex this similarity measure needs to be.
3.3 Stories
Since we are interested in minimal definitions, we do not distinguish specifically between stories and
narratives. We define stories as follows:
Def.: Stories are sequences of actions, expressed by an autonomous agent (including movements as well
as "speech acts"), which can be related to previous situations in the agent's autobiographical memory.
3.4 Story-telling
Def.: An agent is said to "tell a story" if current perceptions (in conjunction with internal states of the
agents) trigger the agent to retrieve and express a story from its autobiography.
Note that story-telling need not be triggered by another agent, it can be triggered by the agent himself. For
example the agent can encounter a situation which reminds it of a similar previous situation. In this way
the agent can tell a story to itself, rather than to other agents (Nehaniv 1997). Thus, in the minimal
definition we do not assume that the agent can distinguish between itself and other agents. Other agents
are simply part of the environment. The experimental work described in this paper is based on
experiments with one agent.
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4 Working Hypothesis
We use an experimental framework in order to study different hypotheses important to a bottom-up
approach towards narrative intelligence (cf. Epstein and Axtell’s bottom up approach to social sciences,
using computer simulations for the study of social and cultural phenomena.). In this paper we investigate
the hypothesis that story-telling can provide an advantage to an autonomous, autobiographic minimal
agent. With minimal agent we mean an autobiographic agent with minimal knowledge of the
environment, minimal mechanisms of reconstructing its autobiography, without any notion of "meaning"
or "usefulness" of the stories it remembers.  Moreover, remembering and story-telling is not triggered by
another agent, it is triggered at regular intervals by the agent's own actions. Thus, a minimal agent is
substantially different from the (human) subjects in narrative psychology.  Although, as discussed in
(Dautenhahn 1999b; Dautenhahn forthcoming), we strongly believe that social conditions were the major
driving forces for the evolution of story-telling in human evolution (stories as the most efficient way to
communicate with others and manage increasingly complex social dynamics), basic mechanisms of
memory-organisation and story-telling are likely to have occurred first in an individual. As an analogy,
from an evolutionary perspective, this relates to conditions when the first animal might have had its first
experience of story-telling, possibly without any other agents in the vicinity that possessed the same
story-telling capabilities. Thus, we assume that the origin of story-telling mechanisms must have provided
an advantage to the individual, rather than the social group (the latter certainly accelerated the evolution
of story-telling, once a population of story-telling agents, and culture, were established). Note, that our
minimal agent does not know the meaning of the remembered story, nor how to relate this previous story
to the current situation. Under such minimal conditions, can story-telling provide an advantage so that it
enhances the survival of the individual?  If yes, what exactly are these advantages?
5 Experimental Test-bed
A preliminary version of the experimental test-bed was first described in (Coles & Dautenhahn 2000).
The experiments are conducted using the WEBOTS  (Cyberbotics2) simulator which is widely used in
autonomous agents research. The results reported in this paper are only based on the simulation
experiments, but one important reason for chosing WEBOTS was that results can be relatively easily
tested with physical KHEPERA robots (developed by K-Team3), and future experiments will exploit this
option. The simulator was designed to match the realistic conditions of real-world robotic experiments as
much as possible. To give an example: experimental runs with real robots in real worlds are never 100
percent reproducible, due to a range of physical properties of the agent itself and the environment (noise,
friction, temperature sensitivity of sensors etc.). In order to account for these real world conditions,
WEBOTS adds 10 percent of white noise to measurements of light and proximity. As a result of this, each
simulation run is different from the other, even when identical experimental parameters and initial
conditions are used. Thus, when changing controllers we can only compare runs under the same general
experimental conditions (starting point, properties of environment etc.), the runs themselves are never
exactly the same even if we keep the control program fixed. Figure 1 shows a simulated WEBOTS robot.
                                                          
2
 http://www.cyberbotics.com/
3
 http://www.k-team.com/
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the WEBOTS (Khepera) robot used in the experiments. The robot
possesses eight infra-red and eight light sensors and two wheels/motors (not shown). In-built odometry
sensors  measure the speed of the wheels. The infra-red sensors measure distance from walls/obstacles.
For the purpose of our experiments we grouped the sensors so that they provide information about
obstacles on the Left, Front Left, Front, Front Right, Right and Back of the agent.
The robot's behaviour-based control architecture (cf. subsumption architecture) is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows the overall control architecture. Two light sources are located in the environment (see
Figure 5). The robot explores the environment (simple Braitenberg-style obstacle avoidance, Braitenberg
1984) until its energy level drops below a certain threshold, it then switches to wall-following behaviour.
The control program was designed so that the robot could survive for a reasonable lifetime in
environment A shown in Figure 5, i.e. exploring the environment and recharging several times before it is
running out of energy and "dies". Thus, the control program was designed so that the robot was well
adapted to its environment, good enough to go through several cycles of exploration and homing.
Parameters of the environment and control program were adjusted so that the robot was not "immortal",
so that the environment still provided a "challenging" context. Once the robot runs out of energy a trial is
ended. Trajectories and lifetime at the moment of "death" are recorded.  The robot is tested in two
different modes: using the control architecture (purely reactive control) as shown in Figure 3 (top part), or
using the same control program extended by memory and story-telling mechanisms (post-reactive
control, complete architecture shown in Figure 3).
Front
Front
Left
Front
Right
Left Right
Back
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Figure 2: Behaviour hierarchies for homing (top) and exploration (bottom) mode. A subsumption type
architecture is used (Brooks 1986). Higher-level behaviours inhibit or override lower-level behaviours.
Obstacle avoidance is based on a simple Braitenberg algorithm.
The memory of the robot is organised in situation-action-situation triples <S, A, S'>, shown in figure 4,
inspired by discussions on mental maps (Kuipers 1982), and in particular the Tour model using a spatial
semantic hierarchy (Kuipers & Levitt 1988) as a model of human path planning and navigation. Similar
ideas are explored in robot navigation architectures, e.g. recognition-triggered response memory (Franz &
Mallot 2000). The one-dimensional, circular memory of the robot (length 9000) stores the situation the
robot is in at a particular simulation step, the action it is taking, and the new situation the robot finds itself
in after taking that action. The complete autobiographic memory of the agent can at any given moment in
time be saved in a file (Coles & Dautenhahn 2000), e.g. for later analysis. The history of a robot is
constructed taking into account either a situation or an action (identified by an integer number), and the
speeds of each of the wheels. Situation numbers are defined in terms of both light and proximity measures
in order to represent situations such as very near, near or far. Action numbers are defined and memorised
in terms of wheel speed. The robot's autobiography is in this way dynamically constructed and updated.
The robot  writes its current action in a memory buffer. At a fixed interval (every 300 simulation steps,
unless the robot is already in a state of remembering action sequences) the robot reads this memory buffer
and searches its memory for a previous entry of the same action. The first encounter of the action (starting
from the beginning of the memory array) is then taken as the starting point for the reconstruction of the
action sequence. This stage can be labelled day-dreaming since the robot does not use its sensors, it is
"blindly" repeating the sequence of actions (rehearsing the sequence of wheel speeds), triggered by the
action in the memory buffer. Precaution was taken so that if the robot collides with an obstacle during
daydreaming, it "wakes up" and continues with homing or exploration behaviour. Otherwise, if
undisturbed, the robot wakes up automatically after 400 (remembered) action steps. The energy level is
decreased for each step of the robot. If the robot is in homing mode and it is close to a light source then it
Move Forward Quickly
Right-Hand Wall Following
Following
SPhototaxis
Recharge
S
S
Move Forward Quickly
Obstacle Avoidance S
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stops and recharges until its initial energy level is fully restored. Figure 6 shows an example of a robot
remembering a previous sequence of actions. Since action numbers are defined and memorised in terms
of wheel speed, the recalled trajectory is identical to the original one.
Although not necessary in our one-agent scenario, we implemented the memory buffer since the same
buffer can also be read and modified by other agents, e.g. the control architecture can be used for a single
agent which reminds itself of an action, as well as two or more agents using the memory buffer in a
“dialogue”, i.e. mutually triggering responses based on entries in the memory buffer. The robot was tested
in seven different runs for each experiment, starting in the left lower corner of the environment (see Fig.
5). In one series (experiment A1) the robot only used the reactive part of its control architecture, in the
other series (experiment A2) its story-telling mechanisms. We then repeated the experiments in
environment B, shown in figure 5, which lead to experiments B1 and B2.  Lifetimes at the moment of
"death" were tested statistically (standard t-Test), and trajectory patterns were compared qualitatively
(figure 7).
Figure 3: Graphical representation of the overall control program structure. The reactive (top) and post-
reactive (bottom) control parts are shown. See text for more explanation.
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Figure 4: Representaton of Situation-Action-Situation triplets that form the core of the agent's story-
representation and story recollection. A short part of an agent's autobiography are shown (read from left
to right and top to bottom row). The integer values that characterise actions and situations  represent
classifications of  sensor data from the infra-read and light sensors, cf. figure 1. A unique integer
situation number is assigned to each situation combining both the light and proximity measures. Actions
are defined in terms of wheel speed.
Figure 5: Environments used for test series A (right) and B (left). Arrows indicate positions of light
sources. The colours of the "tiles" are a default configuration and serve no particular purpose in the
experiments described. The ground is modelled as a flat surface, surrounded by stationary walls. The
circular object in the left corner of the environments  shows the robot at its starting location.
<13, 1, 19>  <19, 2, 12>  <12, 2, 12>  <12, 2, 12>  <12, 2, 12>  <12, 2, 12>
<12, 2, 12>  <12, 2, 13>  <13, 1, 13>  <13, 1, 13>  <13, 1, 19>  <19, 2, 13>
<13, 1, 19>  <19, 2, 13>  <13, 1, 13>  <13, 1, 19>  <19, 2, 19>  <19, 2, 13>
<S, A, S’>
[S1,  Aa,  S2,  Ab,  S3,  Ac,  S4, …]
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Figure 6: Comparison of trajectories produced by reactive (sensory-driven) versus post-reactive
(memory-driven) control (cf. top and bottom part of figure 3), showing an example run of a robot
remembering a sequence of actions. The left and right figure both refer to the same run (the same
autobiography). The part of the trajectory that is a result of remembered actions is highlighted in the
right figure. After examination of the robot's previous history (autobiography), the remembered trajectory
part was identified, highlighted in the left figure. Arrows indicate the robot's direction of movement.
6 Results
Table 1 shows lifetimes for experiments A1, A2, B1 and B2. Figure 7 compares trajectory patterns for
five runs from experiments A1, A2, B1 and B2.
Reactive Post-
Reactive
Post-reactive Reactive
Environment A Environment B
8038 7459 3190 2200
4132 4109 6661 2200
4006 6845 3695 2200
4426 11470 3675 2200
6442 27048 3331 2200
4384 4203 3266 2200
10117 5755 3546 2200
Table 1 - Comparison of the lifetime of the agent with reactive versus post-reactive (memory-driven)
controllers.
light
robot at
starting
position
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Figure 7: Environment A (a-j): comparison post-reactive (a-e) vs. reactive (f-j) control. Lifetimes a:
11470, b: 4109, c: 4203, d: 6845, e: 7459, f: 10117, g: 4132, h: 4384, i: 4426, j: 6442. Environment B (k-
t): comparison post-reactive (k-o) vs. reactive (p-t) control. Lifetimes k: 3190, l: 6661, m: 36953, n: 3675,
o: 3331, p-t:2200.
7 Discussion and Outlook
The comparison of the lifetimes shows no significant differences between experiments A1 and A2, i.e. the
robot had about the same “life-span” in the purely reactive, as well as in the post-reactive mode. Thus, in
this particular environment the reactive controller performs as well as the post-reactive controller. This
is not surprising since, as described above, the robot's reactive controller was well adapted to survival in
environment A.
However, if we analyse the trajectory patterns, we identify significant differences. In the purely reactive
mode the robot either explores or homes (follows the walls), in a very fixed, stereotypical pattern. In the
post-reactive mode the robot covers much more of the environment, in particular the central area
(indicated by the number of crossings through the centre point).
Experiments B1 and B2 in environment B show that the robot lives significantly longer with a post-
reactive architecture. The reactive architecture was designed so that in the homing phase the robot was
looking for lights (recharging places) along the walls. This behaviour was no longer adaptive in
environment B where the lights were located at a different location, a location the robot would usually
never encounter with the purely reactive architecture. The robot died after 2200 simulations steps in all
seven runs which means that it never encountered the charging station. The post-reactive architecture led
the robot to explore a wider area  so that its chances to encounter the charging station increased.
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The experiments confirm our working hypothesis, namely that  story-telling can provide an advantage to
an autonomous, autobiographic minimal agent, i.e. an agent not  knowing "what" it is remembering, e.g.
whether the remembered actions are good or bad in the current situation.
However, further experiments under different experimental conditions are necessary. For example, the
experiments we described above were controlled by fixed (experimentally determined) parameters (e.g.
the length of the memory array) that need to be investigated further. However, it seems that a minimalistic
architecture for story-telling can give an autonomous agent an adaptive advantage not necessarily by the
meaning of what is remembered, but by the simple effect that remembering (and expressing these
memories) provides sufficient "noise", i.e. interrupts the agent’s normal (reactive) “routine”, in our case
leads the agent to explore a larger area of its environment than it would normally encounter.  We can
speculate that minimal mechanisms in the "first story-telling animal" survived because the animal was
better adapted to a dynamic environment, story-telling increased its survival chances. In further
experiments with minimal agents, and groups of such agents exchanging stories, under different
experimental constraints, the investigation of what "meaning" can mean to an autonomous robot, and how
we can progress from a day-dreaming to a genuinely “story-telling” agent will be one of the most
challenging future studies along the framework presented in this paper. As mentioned above, the
computational framework suggested in this paper studies minimal agents, results can therefore not
directly be applied to humans who are sophisticated (Type IV) story-tellers.
At present we do not know if other animal species tell stories and what kind of stories they tell. Dolphins
which possess a sophisticated communication system (e.g. Tyack 2000) are good candidates. However,
we cannot expect that we as human beings will be able to understand the stories that non-human animals
tell, given their different kind of embodiment and ecological niche. Thus, the line of investigation that this
paper points out might one day result in robotic story-tellers that communicate with each other in terms of
stories in "meaningful" ways (from the robots' points of view), even if humans (from an observer point of
view) will not be able to understand the stories. However, if  robotic agents acquire their story-telling
skills in interaction with humans, and not with other robots (e.g. robots as described in (e.g. Brooks et al.
1999)), we can speculate that the stories told by robots then might be similar to the stories we tell, not
from a phenomenological point of view, but from the point of view of shared experiences by being a
member of a (cross-species) society.
Results of research into narrative for autonomous agents, along the lines motivated in this paper, can
potentially contribute to research into socially intelligent robots that can interact with humans via
narratives. We expect that contributions are likely to be on a conceptual level, not on the level on actual
robotics controllers that require far more sophistication than the simple controllers investigated in this
study. Because of the importance of stories in understanding and communication for human beings,
robots equipped with such skills can provide a considerably more “natural” (cognitively adequate)
interface to humans than standard interfaces. Speech interfaces have been developed to the degree that
they can be realistically used in human-computer and also human-robot communication. Simple
commands, or even phrases, triggered by a successful match of input data or internal processes, can be
employed. However, as with any machines communicating with humans in natural language, a major
bottleneck today is that systems usually have no genuine understanding of the words or sentences they
are producing or parsing. Our bottom-up approach towards narrative autonomous agents is not
presupposing any external definition of meaning or interpretation of stories, it stresses the interpretation
of "meaning" as meaning for a particular agent, evaluated from its own (historical) perspective (Nehaniv
1999). “Understanding” in this framework then means that the agent’s stories are grounded in its own
experiences rather than imposed by a human designer. Human-robot communication in this sense is about
negotiating meaning and developing means of communication based on socially constructed and shared
meaning.
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